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Bollinger Bands was created by John Bollinger in the 1980s and is one of the most popular and widely used indicators of technical analysis in the markets today. Bollinger Bands are only available in large numbers of Forex, Cryptocurrencyes and stock markets, they are also available in all time periods. Bollinger Bands are most often
used as a trend indicator below, as well as measuring if a market is overbought or oversold. In this post we go through how you can set them up with charts and three easy strategies that you can use to trade with them. NOTE: Download FREE Bollinger Bands PDF Below.Get Bollinger Bands created by three 'bands' of SettingsBollinger
Bands; top, middle and bottom tape. The common standard setting is that the middle band is set to a simple moving average of 20 periods. The upper band is created by taking the middle band and adding standard deviation twice. The subwi tape is created by taking the standard deviation minus twice in the middle band. Standard
Bollinger Tape SettingsOrta tape: 20 periods are created with a simple moving average. Top band: Middle band plus two standard deviations created. Sub-band: Middle band minus two standard deviations created. Three Bollinger Bands StrategiesOverbought and Oversold Bollinger Bands Strategy One of the most common Bollinger
Band strategies uses them to gauge whether a market is overbought or oversold. Traders will use these bands in a lot and look for the price to return to the middle band or average. When using an average reversal strategy, we assume that if the price deflects or gets too far away from the average, it will eventually have to come back. This
is often looked at as an overbought or oversold move back from the market into the more real value of the price. As shown below in the chart; top band before price tags return to the bottom. It also moves lower before tagging the bottom band and moving higher. Always 'tags' the top and bottom bands he returns to the average middle
band. When you combine these 'tags' of the group with other technical analyses such as support, resistance, and trend lines, they can provide solid trading points. This strategy can work well in various and side conditions. However, if the price continues to run a long trend, then you can see long periods when the price does not move
back to the average and middle band. Here it can be used using Bollinger Bands in trend markets. Trend Trading with Bollinger, the company will spend a lot of time away from the average in strong trend prices where the momentum price is very. This can lead to endless stop-outs if you are trying to trade price seeking to return to the
average and middle band in market conditions. Bollinger Bands react to price as created in live time. Depending on what the price movement does, the price narrows and expands as it moves. Using Technical analysis and indicators with bollinger bands can help determine the clearer trend and also confirm potential trades. One strategy is
to use another moving average, such as 50 EMA. All bands can clearly look for short trades when under 50 EMA. The price is more prone and the opposite would be true if all the bands were over 50 EMA. See the following example following the bottom of the net trend with all bands below 50 EMA. Bollinger Bands can be used in many
markets and always slices because they can make a great tool for scalping because they are Scalping with Bollinger Bands. They can also be a good indicator to find scalp trades because if done correctly they will help you find fast moving markets where high rewards can be potential for trades. There are a lot of potential strategies that
can test your own trade, but a scalping strategy is to combine Bollinger Bands with another moving average like 50 EMA. You can usually make sharp moves as a market moves in a strong trend above or below the price of 50 EMA. The price will usually not return to the average and middle band for a while while making this sharp move.
An example of this is in the following chart; The price is below 50 EMA in a downward trend. A possible entry can happen when the price closes below the lower band. Trading profits can be taken when the price eventually returns to average and the price closes back on the middle band. To add approval to this strategy, you can use both
200 and 50 EMA's search for the golden cross. An example of this may be those who want to go long; Crosses showing an uptrend on 50 EMA 200 EMA. Bollinger Bands are above both EMAs. When the price closes, the top band entry is received. Trading closes when the price closes below the middle band. NOTE: Be sure to use a
news calendar, such as DailyFx Economics and the news calendar. Bollinger Bands are easy to use on your MT4 and MT5 graphics. First, make sure that Bollinger Bands.Once is the right and best graphics to use open graphics that you insert &gt; Indicators &gt; Bollinger Bands click on. A box opens with standard settings in your charts.
You can change these settings and the colors you want bands to show on your chart. FinallyWhile Bollinger bands can be perfect for measuring the strength of the market, trending and if a market is overbought or oversold, they should not be used alone. Other technical analytics and indicators help you confirm your trading entries such as
support and resistance, trend lines, moving averages, and MACD. When making trades with Bollinger Bands you always want to take into account the general market conditions. Use parent 'tags' Lower bands for entries can work well in various markets, but you may see that you can get a lot of losses during strong trends. Finally, always
test new indicators, analysis techniques and strategies in a demo trading account to make sure you are profitable with them before you ever risk real money. Related Free Bollinger Bands – Bollinger Bands4.4 (88%) handle inefficiency with 5 votes What makes our free Bollinger Bands indicator better than others? Bollinger Bands are a
simple but effective tool for measuring over-purchased and oversped (support and resistance) conditions in the markets. Bollinger bands are effective in Futures, Forex and Stock trading. Typically, bollinger bands will land a channel based on historical market prices and volatility. The center of the channel is usually calculated using a
simple moving average. The upper and lower bands are then calculated by adding and removing a fold of Standard Deviation (used to measure volatility) from the center of the channel. The following illustration shows what the typical Bollinger Band indicator looks like. In this picture, the outer bands are calculated using 2 standard
deviations. In statistics, we learn that 95% of our data set should occur in 2 standard deviations of the average. However, when we look at the picture above, we see that the market pierces the outer bands in almost 18% of the bars shown. These statistics tell us to wait 5% is a big discrepancy. The reason for this discrepancy is due to the
formulas ninjatrader/tradestation uses to calculate standard deviation. Standard Deviation calculations are calculated based on the Deviation of each bar without going in depth. Deviation price difference and average (centerline). Typically, TradeStation indicators use the closing of the bar as the price in the Deviation calculation, so the
formula will be as follows: Deviation = Closing Price of the current bar – Average of previous 'x' bars (centerline) Because formulas calculate deviation for each bar based on the closing price, they do not really represent the maximum deviation from the average (the formula does not take into account that each bar is high and low). Using
this calculation, the Bollinger Bands indicator tells us that we can expect 95% of the bars to close within the outer bands, meaning we can expect prices to penetrate the outer bands more often. To compensate for this behavior, we can make a simple change to the Standard Deviation formula. Where the typical formula calculates deviation
using the formula above, the new formula is calculated using the following formula: HighDeviation = High Price of the current bar – Average of previous 'x' bars (centerline) LowDeviation = Average (centerline) of previous 'x' bars – Low Price The current bar Deviation = HighDeviation and LowDeviation high value shows the difference
between the newly developed formula (blue line) and the typical Standard Deviation (red line) formula in the picture above. In the picture you will notice two important points: the value of the improved formula is always higher on the left side of the chart, there is a huge increase in the market. The bar closes close to the same price it opens,
because the red line does not take into account for this increased volatility. The newly developed formula detects a large spike and increases in value accordingly. Now that we have addressed the problem with the Standard Deviation formula used in the calculation of the Bollinger Band, we can create a new improved Bollinger Band
indicator using the new formula. The following illustration shows the newly developed formula (blue line) against the standard formula (red line). Pay attention to how many bars pierce the outer red lines, but do not pierce the outer blue lines. Currently, only 10% of the bars that pierce the outer blue lines make our statistical calculations
more accurate. Click on the link below to download a free version of the Enhanced and Free Bollinger Band indicator for TradeStation. Download Now: To download the Free Enhanced Bollinger Bands for TradeStation indicator, click the link below: Enhanced Bollinger Bands for TradeStation (360 downloads) To download our Free



Enhanced Bollinger Bands for NinjaTrader indicator, click the link below: Enhanced Bollinger Bands Indicator for NinjaTrader 7 (248 downloads) downloads)
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